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Abstract. The technological advances affect the building sector, di-
rectly or not, and stimulate the architectural design to give new out-
comes. However, so as technological advances come into the “com-
mon practice”, it is necessary that the framework of the building 
process and the technological culture of its operators change. Timber 
building systems have recently moved towards substantial industriali-
zation and production efficiency principles. The paper takes as exam-
ple timber constructions, in order to show the actual effects of the 
technological development on design process. It also shows that the 
technological culture plays a key role in the relationship between de-
signer and builder, in order to achieve a conscious project. 
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1. Introduction  

The relationship between the architect and the builder are made up by sever-
al variables that come into play with their different weight. Observing the 
projects with a high degree of technology, it is natural to ask oneself to what 
extent formal architectural expression has been leading the design and/or 
when a compromise between form and technique was necessarily adopted. 
To explain this, first we introduce some clarification on the “project” of ar-
chitecture and also on the designer. 

Above a certain professional size or size of a project (as well as the ex-
ceptionality of a client and/or wealth of a contract), the designer may “de-
mand” technology (special, innovative, custom, etc.) and may obtain special 
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conditions (demand pull), designed and produced for a specific situation and 
never repeated later – a kind of “haute couture”, which is sometimes consid-
ered by the manufacturers an investment in terms of image and marketing, to 
show their skill in production through the channels of architectural culture 
and not just through the technical literature. Apart from their shape and big-
ness, buildings have no special and extraordinary mechanical or environ-
mental performance; they are generally designed by big names, for special 
clients willing to invest in architecture image, characterised by a high design 
intensity (in terms of hours of design work per built square or cubic metre). 
It would be interesting, even if difficult to obtain, a statistical number of 
hours of design work (by all the designers at all levels) in relation to the kind 
of work or to the designer celebrity as well as to the cost of the construction. 

In these cases, the technological development influences the project be-
cause of its special solutions, specifically designed, with a high degree of in-
novation and/or technical advancement. Architectural design is influenced 
by technological development as much as it is able to influence it. The stim-
ulation is reciprocal and is also proved by the “case histories” narrated by 
designers and builder-consultants during their conferences, where the archi-
tecture is often described through anecdotes rather than exact description of 
the design process and its organization. 

It is also probable and demonstrable through the same anecdotes of the 
designers, when they claim to be “inspired” by the facts of the technique, 
that the technology leads to new formulations of the project, following 
streets where it plays an extraordinary role (even formally evident when not 
predominant) in architecture. This is perhaps less obvious in the case of big 
celebrity designers, who are probably stronger and more prepared to handle 
the technological push and may limit its possible “formal arrogance”. 

However, thinking over the relationship between architectural design and 
technology, apart from exceptional situations, the following question arises: 
is there a “common practice” or a “standard procedure” or a “normality” in 
architectural design? Everyone has their own answer and his own vision of 
the world of architectural design, originating from his own experience and/or 
knowledge of architectural design. Therefore, the judgment of a designer’s 
“know-how” capacity regarding his job in all its infinite competences (struc-
ture, technique, equipment, construction, finance, regulations, etc.) is varia-
ble and depends on personal opinions and experiences. However, with the 
increasing size and complexity of the projects, the skills of the designer are 
replaced by the management of skills, provided by other levels of 
knowledge, which are not accessible by the designer himself. It is probable 
that, up to a certain level of complexity and/or size of the project, the de-
signer faces most of the requests with his own abilities, without turning to 
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external assistance (usually except the structures and the mechanical sys-
tems). In this case, the knowledge of the technique and the technology is in 
its full domain, is part of his (technological) culture and is acquired in ways 
that are not codified, and are often occasional (direct experiences, architec-
tural magazines, trade shows, advertising, proposals of sellers, technicians, 
builders, etc.). The ability to “drive” technology, to choose autonomously, 
depends largely on the ability to “negotiate” with other operators (other de-
signers, builders, technicians, etc.), with the bare minimum skills to be able 
to communicate (technical-scientific knowledge and languages). In other 
cases, the capacity to control the formal result is (or should be) more than 
sufficient to control the technology, relying on the expertise of specialists for 
its determination. A good scientific and technical knowledge is crucial in en-
suring that the work of consultants, suppliers, manufacturing engineers, etc. 
corresponds to the formal result to be achieved and even more in determin-
ing the degree of delegation that could be committed to others. In other 
words, the “technological culture” that is the ability to closely connect the 
architectural outcome with the building issues and vice versa, is a tool (ana-
lytical but not precise enough) for understanding what it is possible to ob-
tain. 

Moreover, technological culture and knowledge of the construction pro-
cess become important tools for the designer when the building process 
adopts an industrial process. 

Although in the building sector technological changes occur over a very 
long time, today some industrialised building systems, such as timber con-
struction systems, propose process innovation, in both large-scale and small-
scale projects. Especially in the case of small-scale projects, where one can 
rely on a reassuring “common practice” based on a few traditional building 
technologies, designers that use industrialised timber building systems have 
to face a “special” technological context. 

As described in detail below, the production of prefabricated timber ele-
ments has turned to producing “parts” of buildings that are more or less ex-
tensive and complex and not simpler “components”. The parts are produced 
on demand and not from a catalogue; they are produced and delivered ac-
cording to the same sequence with which they are assembled in situ. These 
parts, once produced, constructed and erected, cannot be modified; the as-
sembly is very quick, according to methods almost unknown to the world of 
construction. 

In the production process, as well as in the design process, the concept of 
organisation of the manufacturing-assembly sequence comes into play and 
requires the designer’s increased (or particular) attention more than usual 
construction systems, (Gann, 1996). The absence of even a narrow margin 
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for the correction of what will be built and the rapidity of the process require 
a cultural, rather than technical, attitude that is not common in the world of 
architecture but is so in almost all areas of engineering, where concepts such 
as adaptation, second thoughts, change or correction in progress are totally 
unknown. 

The link between the atelier of the designer and the factory, however, is 
now facilitated by the “common” use of digital instruments (even very so-
phisticated ones) in the design phase, which are no longer simple electronic 
aids to representation, but tools used to communicate, control and verify the 
project. The strong limit of the non-modifiability between what is drawn and 
what is built is partly overcome and controlled by the availability of digital 
media, but it can be accepted as part of the architectural design only with a 
good basis of technological culture and a deep knowledge of the needs at the 
origin of the project. 

The case of timber building systems is a foretaste of what the future of 
building construction seems to hold: less and less craftsmanship on the con-
struction site, less manual working entrusted to “qualified” workers, able to 
adapt to and adjust unforeseen or altered situations during construction, and 
an increase in the assembly of fixed parts, made by workers that repeat sim-
ple and mechanical operations (less dangerous than those currently occurring 
on the traditional construction site). 

2. Industrialisation in timber building systems and its effects on the con-
struction process 

Over the last few decades, timber building systems, based historically on 
handcrafted experience and regional production, have moved towards sub-
stantial industrialisation and production efficiency principles, with some im-
pacts on the design process and on the way it deals with the production pro-
cess. The scientific debate has recently paid particular attention to this 
phenomenon (Ferrante, 2008; Jonsson, 2009; Meiling, Backlund and 
Johnsson, 2012; Persson, Malmgren and Johnsson, 2009; Rametsteiner, 
Weiss, Ollonqvist and Slee, 2009; Sardén and Stehn, 2006; Tykkä et al., 
2010). 

Recently timber building systems have achieved success, especially in the 
European context, even in countries with a poor timber building tradition 
(e.g. in Italy). The international literature agrees that the industrialisation 
process is the main reason for this success. Another reason consists in the 
development of engineered wood products (e.g. glued laminated timber, Par-
allam, cross-laminated timber panels, etc.): these products perform with 
much higher resistance and durability than similar hardwood products and 
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are more competitive than other materials (Ferrante, 2008; Kolb, 2008). 
Moreover, the EU policy has encouraged the growth of the timber construc-
tion industry by the development of new building codes (Eurocode), which 
stimulate the European Community countries to update their regulatory 
framework according to new timber-based construction technologies 
(Östman and Källsner, 2011; Rametsteiner et al., 2009; Tykkä et al., 2010), 
the growing environmental feeling (both of institutions and consumers) has 
enhanced the interest in wood construction in Europe, because it is consid-
ered an eco-friendly material (CEI Bois, 2010; Jonsson, 2009, Rametsteiner, 
Oberwimmer and Gschwandtl, 2007), in the end, prefabricated timber con-
structions represent a low-price option, according to the recent national so-
cial housing policies, thanks to their quick assembly (Tykkä et al., 2010). 

Industrialised timber building systems mainly refer to mechanisation and 
automation of the primary wood process (especially cutting operations), and 
to the factory prefabrication of timber-based housing elements before their 
construction on site. Over the last few decades, timber housing manufactur-
ers have exploited the advantages of these practices and supplied solutions 
that are innovative when compared to traditional construction systems (e.g. 
reinforced concrete). 

Mechanisation and automation are linked to Computer Numeric Control 
(CNC) technology and computer-assisted manufacturing. In building con-
struction (but not in other fields such as metalworking applications), CNC 
technology represents a recent technological development. 

CAD/CAM technology, in which Computer-Aided Design (CAD) and 
Computer-Aided Manufacturing (CAM) blend together, increases efficiency 
in the production process, thanks to the streamlined transfer of information 
from the design stage to the production stage and the optimisation of the op-
erations along the production line. “Certainly the evolution of the production 
processes and the opportunities of CAD/CAM technology by integrating 
parametric modelling and machine tools are not finished [...]. Even in the 
wood industry advanced machines take into account the necessary tolerances 
and recognise the defects of the organic material” (Wifried, 2010, author’s 
translation). 

Thanks to CAD/CAM technology, prefabrication of timber structural el-
ements (in timber frame construction as well as in panel construction) is not 
restricted to a catalogue of standardised sizes and shapes, but always adapts 
to the characteristics of a single project, within the limits of the technical 
fabrication possibilities. There is not a predefined abacus of structural ele-
ments serially produced; rather, the automated production process adapts 
every time. Although investment in mechanisation and computerisation of 
manufacturing processes depends on quantity, that is a large market (Roger-
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Bruno, 2005), it is not necessary to overproduce and stock unsold material in 
the factory (as is the case for serial production), thanks to the possibility of 
prefabricating custom-made elements quickly and efficiently. Today the pre-
fabrication of timber constructions is far from the “light” or “heavy” prefab-
rication concepts developed between the Fifties and Seventies of the last 
century. 

Computer-controlled production offers new possibilities to architectural 
design, thanks to the possibility of realising complex spatial constructions, 
geometrically different from each other. In the wood industry, CNC ma-
chines have also made it possible to produce new wood-to-wood joints at 
low cost, which would not be possible with traditional production systems 
(Tannert, Schmidt and Lam, 2008). In addition, the ability to combine the 
low unit costs of mass production with the flexibility of individual customi-
sation (mass customisation) meets the contemporary architectural trends, 
which reject the standardisation and show increasing interest in the so-called 
“free-form” architecture. 

Certainly, the process innovations linked to the use of CAD/CAM sys-
tems enhance digital production at all stages, from the design stage to the 
production and prefabrication stages of the building. “Thus it seems to be 
critical now to understand digital production as a strategic aspect of the de-
sign process rather than a merely facilitative activity” (Menges, 2006). This 
also involves the existing dynamics between design and production, particu-
larly with the introduction of new experts playing the role of mediator be-
tween the designer and the manufacturer. “A ‘supervisor’ is still around, alt-
hough the industrial engineer and the programmer are the critical 
participants involved” (Roger-Bruno, 2005). 

In the end, the prefabrication often includes the assembly of some build-
ing elements (walls and floors), according to different degrees of comple-
tion, depending on both the structural system of the building (frame or panel 
construction) and the technological availability of the factory. In this case, 
these construction operations take place in the factory (off site), whereas the 
assembly of the complete structure (raw or partially finished), as well as the 
plants and the finishes, is carried out on the construction site. The off-site 
methods of construction may offer some advantages in comparison with tra-
ditional on-site construction, such as the rationalisation of the technical op-
erations, and better quality control and climatic protection of the construc-
tion elements. In addition, this results in a substantial reduction in 
construction times, as the use of dry techniques, therefore timber construc-
tion, based on prefabrication strategies, requires weeks for building, while 
traditional on-site construction requires months or years (Ferrante, 2008, p. 
76). It is estimated that prefabrication brings the construction costs down by 
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as much as 15% (when the plant is producing at full capacity) (Roger-Bruno, 
2005). 

3. The role of the architect in the industrialised timber building systems 

Industrialisation offers interesting opportunities for timber constructions, but 
at the same time there are significant changes in the duration and in the se-
quence of the design phases. The production process requires detailed and 
specific design information, so the final project has to be completed before 
the beginning of the manufacturing operations, without any possibility of 
corrections during the production and the construction stages (but for a sub-
stantial increase of the construction cost). 

Increased digital production, new professions specialised in the produc-
tion chain, variations in the project duration and planning: all this requires a 
“new” (or simply a “conscious”) design approach to the industrialisation 
processes in timber building systems. However, the designer – the architect, 
in particular – has a “mediator” role, because he bears the design principles 
and faces the spatial, socio-economic and environmental context, the needs 
of the client, the regulatory framework, etc. (Winch, 1998). He should inter-
act with the factory production without being overwhelmed by the logic of 
construction. 

A survey has been conducted on a sample of industrialised builders and 
on some experts (engineers, architects, researchers, etc.) in Italy, with re-
gards to the relationship between architects and timber construction compa-
nies during the design process (Piccardo, 2013). The survey was carried out 
as part of a doctoral thesis, relating to the recent development of industrial-
ised building systems in the Italian building construction. 

Eleven of the major timber construction companies in Italy (mainly house 
builders) and nine experts in timber building systems were interviewed. The 
questions addressed to the first group regarded the relationship between 
builders and designers, in order to understand the weight of the two players 
into the usual steps of the design process and the design approval. The sec-
ond group of interviewees were engineers, architects, researchers, a trade as-
sociation and a business incubator with particular expertises and experiences 
in the timber construction sector. The interviews, looking at the nine experts’ 
personal experiences, regarded the state of the art of the Italian timber con-
struction sector and the cultural issues that influences the designers’ ap-
proach. 

The survey highlights several critical issues regarding designers (engi-
neers and particularly architects, excluding experts), related to the shortage 
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of technical knowledge in industrialised timber building systems and the 
shortage of timber engineering skills. 

First of all, designers show a poor technological culture in timber con-
structions, which represents the first handicap to consciously using the mate-
rial and taking advantage of its many variations and its technological per-
formances. Furthermore, Italian architects tend to consider a project for a 
timber construction exactly like that for a reinforced concrete structure, con-
firming a “technical monoculture of reinforced concrete” in Italy (Laner, 
2001). This is due to the historical diffusion of technologies such as masonry 
and reinforced concrete, despite dry construction systems (such as timber 
constructions). 

As a result, architects’ design approach is rather far from that required by 
wood technologies, with consequences also for the construction process. Par-
ticular attention should be paid to the difference between the role of the de-
signer in traditional construction systems (in particular, masonry and rein-
forced concrete) and the role of the designer in timber construction. 

In the concrete-masonry system, the project is normally conducted at a 
final or “near final” level, which will necessarily be supplemented by a deci-
sion-making phase, carried out during the construction phase. In this system, 
the architect defines some constructive aspects in progress in accordance 
with the builder who is already carrying out the work and therefore actively 
takes part in the decisions. This method of construction and the characteris-
tics of traditional construction systems allow the architect (and also the cli-
ent) to decide on changes in progress, so that the construction operations 
take place mostly in situ (prefabricated building elements are hardly used) 
and show their flexibility to design changes in progress. This design ap-
proach reduces the number and the quality of detailed drawings, which are 
replaced by a strong interaction between the architect and the builder. The 
builder is often the holder of the technological culture and sometimes pro-
vides guidance to the designer; the designer must pay attention not to com-
promise the final design result (despite construction costs being higher than 
those negotiated). 

In the timber construction systems, a strongest design effort is needed, 
requiring a final detailed design, with construction details (1:5 or 1:2 scale) 
and working drawings that will be used for the production and prefabrication 
of building elements. Structural drawings must also be entirely completed 
and approved, in order to communicate all the information for the produc-
tion. As soon as the architect has approved the timber building and produc-
tion drawings, materials can be commissioned and production begins. This 
second approach may prove to be advantageous for the designer: first, he can 
control all parts of the project; second, he gains a central role in the construc-
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tion phase, coordinating stakeholders and operators during the construction 
process. In addition, this design approach enhances the final design, avoiding 
a construction process that proceeds by successive changes in progress. This 
also aims to prevent any inconvenience during the on-site construction 
caused by the uncertainty of technical detail solutions, and to contain any ex-
tra cost caused by design adaptations. 

Nevertheless, the survey shows a cultural gap among Italian architects, 
especially with regard to timber constructions, that affects the relationship 
between designer and builders and the duration of the construction process. 
Italian builders specialised in timber construction play a central role in defin-
ing the project, with regard to the technological and constructive aspects, and 
reduce the authority of the architect during the problem-solving phase. This 
creates a schizophrenic relationship between architect and builder, between 
formal request and technological impositions, where the roles are confused. 

Therefore, in the case of industrialised timber building systems, the role 
of the architect becomes even weaker than in conventional construction pro-
cess. In the best case, the architect cannot control all parts of the final design, 
since the builder assumes the task of taking care of the details of the project. 
In the worst case, the builder has an in-house technical office, which main-
tains a direct relationship with the client and develops the whole project (ar-
chitectural and structural aspects), while the role of the designer is only at 
the request of the building permit from the local authority. 

 
Figure 1. Operating diagram of traditional building systems. 
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Figure 2. Operating diagram of an industrialised timber building system, when the designer 

has the role of “mediator” between the client and the timber construction company. 

 
Figure 3. Operating diagram of an industrialised timber building system, when the designer 

has only a bureaucratic role in the design approval process. 

4. Conclusion 

The case of timber constructions in Italy highlights the role of technological 
culture and knowledge during the design process, in order to control the 
formal results, particularly in industrialised building systems. 

Traditional construction systems are still based largely on craftsmanship 
and therefore allow a wider margin of rethinking or bargaining (even with an 
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increase in the construction duration and a reduction of quality). Differently, 
in industrialised building systems, such as timber building systems, the role 
played by the technological culture and the “mediation” ability of the de-
signer between the architectural shape and the production system is of great 
importance.  

In the Italian case, it is obvious that the technological culture does not on-
ly represent the field of the “bargaining” between the designer and the other 
operators (manufacturers, technicians, etc.), but it involves the very survival 
of the role of the contemporary designer (Winch, 1998). 
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